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SPARK GLASS ROOM KITS 

 

Homeowners who love the great 
outdoors never have to leave it, thanks to 
the experts at Spark Sunroom Kits We 
have one purpose in mind, bring the 
great outdoors inside with the highest 
quality sunrooms at the most affordable 
prices. We decided to specialize in 
designing and building sun room 
additions not only to meet homeowners' 
needs but to also help them fulfill their 
dreams. We offer many Standard Style 
that are sure to enhance the beauty and 
design of your home. 

With rising fuel costs homeowners have begun to search for ways to improve their home’s heating and 
cooling efficiency. A Spark Sunroom Kits room provides an excellent source of passive energy by 
capturing natural, free solar energy. Energy is considered passive energy when no additional mechanical 
equipment is used, other than the normal building elements. Optimal use of natural daylight contributes 
greatly to energy efficiency. Our rooms are designed to collect, store, and distribute solar energy in the 
form of heat in the winter and reject solar heat in the summer. 

Our rooms are designed using Energy Star Qualified components to ensure comfort and quality. We use 
solar glass panels that are Low-E technology products which lets heat pass through to warm your room 
in winter and block the heat in summer. Our solar glass panels have a bonus effect that blocks 50% of 
the UV rays that can damage your furniture and flooring. The use of skylights in your room will allow you 
to easily control temperature and comfort levels. 

With vast experience of DIY Kits of new construction industry, Spark Sunroom Kits, has been helping 
homeowners turn their dreams of having a sunroom addition into an affordable reality.  

Thanks to the unlimited potential achieved by the flexible design and consulting services that Spark 
Sunroom Kits, structures offer, you can add an elegant and inviting room that cleverly doubles as a 
supplemental “heating system” for your home… using no fuel, yet producing a substantial amount 
of FREE heat for your home! No piping or ductwork, just a bright, beautiful room where large glass 
windows let in the sun’s energy. Some of our rooms feature angled glass to admit the most possible 
sunlight from the low winter sun—and to reflect away that same sunlight in the summer when the sun is 
high in the sky. Which means, Spark Sunroom Kits Structure sunrooms are cooler in the summer and 
warmer in the winter. 

Our sunroom packages are perfect for the do-it-yourselfer. You'll be delighted at how easy it is to build 
your own sunroom with our kits. Our kits take the guesswork out of building your own sunroom while 
saving you much of the labor cost! Your kit will include all top quality components, as well as pre-
assembled sections. You can then complete your room  to your personal tastes with standard materials 
and components from your local home-improvement store. 

http://www.sparkhomes.com.au/
mailto:enquiry@sparkbusinessgroup.com.au
https://www.sunroomliving.com/Methods-and-Materials.html#Packages
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Picture Item No.

SH101Z5-2

394x394x325cm

(15.52 sqm)

Alu Frame Only

SH101Z1-2

319x319x303cm

(10.08 sqm)

Alu Frame Only

SH1005E-2

542x392x312cm

(21.25 sqm)

Alu Frame Only

SH1005D-2

467x392x312cm

(18.31 sqm)

Alu Frame Only

SH1005C-2

392x392x312cm

(15.37 sqm)

Alu Frame Only

SH1001D-2

467x317x290cm

(14.80 sqm)

Alu Frame Only

SH1001C-2

392x317x290cm

(12.43 sqm)

Alu Frame Only

SH1001B-2 

317x317x290cm

(10.05 sqm)

Alu Frame Only
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